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Abstract: Companion technologies aim at developing sustained long-term relation-
ships by employing emotional, nonverbal communication skills and empathy. One of
the main challenges is to equip such companions with human-like abilities to reliably
detect and analyze social signals. In this proposal, we focus our investigation on the
modeling of visual processing mechanisms, since evidence in literature suggests that
nonverbal interaction plays a key role in steering, controlling and maintaining social
interaction between humans. We seek to transfer fragments of this competence to
the domain of human computer interaction. Some core computational mechanisms of
extracting and analyzing nonverbal signals are presented, enabling virtual agents to
create socially competent response behaviors.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The development of future companion technologies necessitates creating agents that are

personalized in terms of building relationships with their (human) interlocutors on the ba-

sis of intelligent multimodal interaction. A key functionality of artifacts which function

as true companions is their ability to build human-computer relationships on a long-term

scale [BP05]. The enabling technology to develop such skills for artificial companions is

captured in the five-star model by [BM08] which incorporates contributions along several

dimensions such as utility, the form of the agent and its interactive capabilities, social at-

titudes of the companion’s role and persuation, emotional skills such as expression and

empathy, and aspects of personality and trust. Such artificial companions need to be sen-

sitive to emotion and disposition in vision and speech, gesture, touch, and individuality

concerning autonomy and personality. In communication processes nonverbal social sig-

naling conveys determination, interest, relatedness, etc. Due to variations and subtleties

in expression these are not easy to analyze automatically from real data and in different

contexts. In order to detect social signals the features and signal properties must be defined

and then detection and interpretation mechanisms need to be developed [Pen07].

In this paper, we focus our investigation on the modeling of visual processing mech-

anisms to acquire and analyze socially communicative signals since evidence suggests
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